
HCUP-US User Support Web Site

• Find information on HCUP databases, tools, and products
• Access HCUPnet, Fast Stats, Central Distributor, Online 

Tutorials, and more
• Find comprehensive list of HCUP-related publications and 

database reports
• Access technical assistance

http://www.hcup-us.ahrq.gov
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Online Training: Video Tutorials

• HCUP Overview
• Load and Check Data
• Calculating Standard Errors
• Sample Design
• National Estimates
• Trends Analysis
• Calculating readmissions
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• Clinical Classifications Software*
• Procedure Classes*
• Chronic Condition Indicator*
• Comorbidity Software*
• Utilization Flags*
• Surgery Flags*
• AHRQ Quality Indicators

o Prevention Quality Indicators
o Inpatient Quality Indicators
o Patient Safety Indicators
o Pediatric Quality Indicators

* Already available on most HCUP databases

Clinical and 
Quality Measurement Tools
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AHRQ Quality Indicators

• Creates measures of health care quality using 
inpatient administrative data
► 4 Quality Indicators

1. Prevention Quality Indicators
2. Inpatient Quality Indicators
3. Patient Safety Indicators
4. Pediatric Indicators
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HCUPnet: Quick, Free Access 
to HCUP Data

• Free online query system

• Users generate tables of 
outcomes by diagnoses and 
procedures

• Data can be cross-classified 
by patient and hospital 
characteristics

• HCUPnet can answer many 
questions    

http://hcupnet.ahrq.gov
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Ranking: Most common procedures 
Most expensive diagnoses

http://hcupnet.ahrq.gov

Most common OR procedures:
#1  C-section
#2  Circumcision
#3  Knee arthroplasty
#4  PTCA
#5  Hip replacement

Most expensive conditions:
#1  Septicemia
#2  Osteoarthritis
#3  Liveborn
#4  Complication of device, implant
#5  AMI 6



Trends

Over 5 million hospital stays with all-
listed diagnosis of mood disorders.

http://hcupnet.ahrq.gov

836,000 stays with a principal 
diagnosis of mood disorders.
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Enough cases to do my analysis? 
How do my estimates compare?

http://hcupnet.ahrq.gov 8



County-level statistics
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Readmissions

http://hcupnet.ahrq.gov 10



HCUP Statistical Briefs
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HCUP Fast Stats

http://www.hcup-us.ahrq.gov/faststats/landing.jsp

• HCUP Fast Stats provides easy access to the latest for specific health 
information topics. 

• Uses visual statistical displays in stand-alone graphs, trend figures, or 
simple tables to convey complex information at a glance. 

• Information updated regularly (as newer data become available).
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HCUP Fast Stats –
Effect of Health Insurance Expansion on 
Hospital Use
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HCUP Fast Stats—
Effect of Health Insurance Expansion on 
Inpatient Stays

Compare a Medicaid expansion state to a 
non-expansion state—

All inpatient stays

Medicaid expansion stateNon-expansion state
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Compare a Medicaid expansion state to a non-
expansion state—

Mental Health and Substance Abuse ED Visits

HCUP Fast Stats—
Effect of Health Insurance Expansion on 
Emergency Department Visits

Medicaid expansion state Non-expansion state
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HCUP Fast Stats – National Hospital 
Utilization and Costs

• Includes information on trends in inpatient stays, the most common 
diagnoses for inpatient stays, and the most common operations 
during inpatient stays.
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Newest path of HCUP Fast Stats 
– Opioids in Inpatient and ED

Females

Males
Males

Females

Females

Males
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What Challenges has HCUP 
Faced? 
Challenge #1: How to gather the data

• This was originally called “HCUP-3” -- previous 
HCUPs got data directly from hospitals/vendors

• Growing number of states with data collection 
systems—worked to build on those systems

• Required that we define our purpose
► Research—not regulatory, not facility-specific reporting

• Goal: Provide value to prospective partners
► National collection of data that showed benefit

• Technical part relatively easy—building 
connections was the challenge
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What Challenges has HCUP 
Faced? (cont’d)

Challenge #2: How to disseminate the data
• Previous HCUPs had no public database release
• Invented the Nationwide Inpatient Sample

► Only requirement for HCUP participation
► Everything else has been voluntary
► Originally distributed through NTIS (delays, costs)

• Created HCUP Central Distributor 
► Mechanism to disseminate data beyond the NIS
► State databases, more national databases

• Again, gradual process of obtaining agreements
• No substitute for benefits of public access to data 
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Challenge #3: How to enable use of the data
• Again, voluntary
• HCUPnet: online reporting
• National Quality and Disparities Reports

► Initially, not all states participated
• Evolution towards more information dissemination

► Remain sensitive to avoid identifying persons or facilities 
in our reports

• Now more and more area-level reporting
► HCUPnet Community Statistics: County level
► HCUP Fast Stats: State level
► HCUP Statistical Briefs: State level

What Challenges has HCUP 
Faced? (cont’d)
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Challenge #4: How to make the data more robust
• Improved data quality coming from the states
• Have always sought linkages (AHA ID, ZIP Code)
• Developed methods to address limitations

► Revisit variables allow linkage without compromising 
confidentiality
o Work across databases and time

• Studies to explore linkages with other data
► Vital statistics, death data (feasibility studies with 

States)
► Laboratory data (State grants)
► Climate data (research study with CDC)

What Challenges has HCUP 
Faced? (cont’d)
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What is the Future for HCUP? 
Where can HCUP go from here?

• Further linkages with external data sources
• New databases, tools, and products
• Expanding the user population
• How to:

► Support AHRQ’s mission
► Remain relevant
► Incorporate new data possibilities
► Maintain confidentiality
► Maintain HCUP’s identity without expanding beyond 

HCUP’s staffing capacity, expertise, and funding
We are doing this together – need your ideas! 
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What can APCDs learn from 
HCUP?

• “Never underestimate the power of a small group 
of committed people…” 
► You need strong sponsoring voices 
► Inside and outside your organization

• Partnership is crucial
► Cooperation -- not competition, not regulatory 
► Identify who will bring the organizations together and 

keep them together
• Understand your audience/your constituency

► Researchers
► Policymakers, funders
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• Once you reach a critical mass of participation, it 
will build on itself

• But how to reach critical mass?
► Bring together the leaders in the states
► Identify a few critical people who will support 

standards and data sharing
► Define how each participant will benefit
► Define advantages that can only be met by coming 

together

What can APCDs learn from 
HCUP? (cont’d)
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What can APCDs learn from 
HCUP? (cont’d)

• Define your research advantage
► What can the data tell you?
► How is it unique?  Why can’t you get this anywhere else?

• But don’t get hemmed in
► Build in flexibility to address a range of research topics

• Build a uniform database
► Either build your databases with standards in mind OR
► Convert into a standard format

• Acknowledge limitations—Build on strengths
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What can APCDs learn from 
HCUP? (cont’d)

• Bring together data people and researchers in the 
same organization
► To use the data, build databases, build tools
► Will imagine more ways to use the data

• Create tools that help you use the data better
► Disseminate them so others can use them
► Maintain them so they remain useful
► Takes resources and commitment
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What can APCDs learn from 
HCUP? (cont’d)

• Set up a sales/reimbursement structure that 
benefits the data organizations

• Enable state-to-state comparisons
► Don’t be afraid of differences
► Promote differences as a way of addressing problems

• Build a way to provide national benchmarks
• Build databases from your databases

► Can be general national databases like the NIS or NEDS
► Can be population-specific like the KID
► Can be focused on specific types of events like the NRD
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What can APCDs learn from 
HCUP? (cont’d)

• Set up information dissemination vehicles
► Don’t be afraid to try new ideas—drop what doesn’t work
► Publish or post on a regular basis
► Choose topics with policy significance and engage media

• Set up awards for best uses of the data
• Work with other organizations to use your data 

► Set up collaborations to extend analysis beyond your 
organization’s capacity

► Partner with outside organizations
o Research organizations (e.g., universities)
o Government (e.g., CDC)
o Private research firms (e.g., PIRE)
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Communicate and Inform

• HCUP Newsletter, published quarterly
► User Tech Tips
► Upcoming Events

• New Data Releases
• New Reports

http://www.ahrq.gov/data/hcup/hcuplist.htm
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Healthcare Cost and Utilization 
Project (HCUP)
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Questions/Comments?

E-mail: hcup@ahrq.gov

anne.elixhauser@ahrq.hhs.gov

kevin.heslin@ahrq.hhs.gov
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